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According to a new report published by the Buenos Aires daily La Nacion, at least 50 medium and
large-sized Argentine companies have opened operations in other Latin American nations in recent
years, and some have even started businesses in Europe, the US, and Asia. The new expansion
schemes include joint ventures with other firms in foreign countries, the opening of local offices or
outlets, and in many cases the construction of entirely new production plants in the host countries
completely run by Argentine investors. According to business representatives interviewed by
La Nacion, Latin America and the Caribbean provide fast-growing markets for most goods, and
Argentine companies are aggressively attempting to take advantage of the market- opening policies
of many neighboring countries to gain a firm foothold in those nations.
"Consumption in Latin American countries is still growing very fast, and that makes the regional
markets very attractive for the immediate future," said Hugo D'Alessandro, executive director of the
steel producer Acindar. Acindar has opened a new plant in neighboring Chile, where it now controls
42% of the local market for wire products used in the agricultural sector. "We are in a particularly
good position to take advantage of the market-opening opportunities in the region," added Gustavo
Fazio, executive director of Pescarmona Metallurgy Industries (Industrias Metalurgicas Pescarmona,
IMPSA). "
Argentine firms generally have advanced technology and well- developed and flexible trade
strategies that allow us to outdo our competitors with better prices, even in markets that are already
well supplied." IMPSA has a factory set up in Colombia, where it produces custom-made metal
structures for local consumers. Among other Argentine firms with factories set up in neighboring
countries are the brewery Bemberg, which supplies 10% of all beer consumed in Chile; the textile
manufacturer Alpargatas, which sells shoes and cloth in Brazil; and the Arcor food factory, which
specializes in delicacies that are widely sold in Paraguay and Uruguay. The latest expansion is in
the banking sector. The state Banco de la Provincia de Buenos Aires is about to open a joint venture
in Uruguay with Spain's Banco de Cantabria. Banco Rio already has offices in London, New York,
Montevideo, and Grand Cayman. And, the financial firm El Galicia just recently opened operations
in Montevideo, and is now about to open an office in New York.
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